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ast month, Cascadia Times
introduced you to the new
Cascadia Times Research
Fund. We know everyone is bombarded with fundraising pitches from
all kinds of worthy causes. All we
ask is that you consider the value of
thoughtful, enterprising journalism
about a part of the planet that you
deeply care about, perhaps because
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this is where you live, work and play.
If there's anything we've learned
these four years at Cascadia Times,
it's that publishing well-researched,
in-depth reports on these subjects is
labor intensive and expensive. In
part, the research fund will be there
to help us cover this cost. But there's
more to it than that. Each issue of
Cascadia Times is also distributed to
targeted audiences at no charge. We
do this to build readership and as a
public service. It's part of our mission
to inform people about issues affecting their lives, and to let them know
what they can do. It's important to us
to see that every issue reaches as
many people as practical.
Your $20 subscription, of course,
doesn't begin to cover the cost of
doing this work. Nor should it. To
date, private foundations have supported this effort, but there is a limit
to the amount of funding they can
provide. And rightly so, given all of
the other needs in our communities.
If supporting enterprising journalism appeals to you, or you are dismayed by what you see in the mainstream media, please consider a
donation to the research fund. Thank
you for helping us build this important new voice for the Pacific
Northwest.
CORRECTION: A letter from
Oregon Gov. John Kitzhaber to the
Bonneville Power Administration was
never sent, as had been reported in the
July-August issue. Cascadia Times regrets
the error. (See Mail, Page 15, for more.)
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Idaho Town Rallies
for Lake Pend Oreille
Target is Asarco, One of West's Top Polluters
By Paul Koberstein

T

he Idaho Panhandle
never
embraced the hate brandished
by some notorious outsiders.
True, Mark Fuhrman, Bo Gritz and the
white supremists still skulk in this
remote western outpost,
wedged
between Washington, Montana and
Canada. But today, four years after the
national media swarmed here co report
the repugnant activities of the Aryan
Nations, the racist movement has
failed co draw a following.
Instead, the community has taken
a stand for human rights. In 1994, 500
people attended a human rights rally in
Sandpoint, a town of 5,000 people, and
organized efforts to battle racism continue. Now Sandpoint is shifting its
energy toward protecting the stunning
natural beauty of mountains, valley,
lakes and rivers that surround the town.
As Sandpoint Magazine reported
near the end of the O.J. trial, Judge Ito
had a typically misinformed view of the
town. "This is not Sandpoint, Idaho,"
he said of his chaotic courtroom and the
race cards played there. Tell the judge
Sandpoint is no L.A. The community,

Lake Pend Oreille. one of the largest in the U.S.. is 1hreatened by a copper and silver mine.

located in the heart of the Panhandle
between the snow-capped Cabinet and
Selkirk mountains, is the gateway to
Lake Pend Oreille. If you're stumbling
over the French name, just say "Pond
Or Ray." The lake itself, however, is
hardly a pond. Formed when an ice

dam broke 25,000 years ago, Pend
Oreille is deep - over 1,500 feet at the
lowest point - and at 43 miles long,
one of the biggest in the U.S.
The mountains offer superb hiking, biking, camping and wilderness
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Seeking Wilderness
A Meditation on the Rush to Develop
Alaska's Vanishing Frontier
NCHORAGE - Forget what you've heard about
Alaska's wild backcountry, Most of the state that
you can get to on roads (and some chat you '11 be
able to drive to soon) has :already been bought and sold co
meet the voracious demands of a state that equates development with economic survival. Alaska is like many other
places on the lost American frontier, only more so.
In August, I spent 11 days in and around this sprawling, undisciplined metropolis, first attending a thoughtprovoking conference on Alaska's environmental history,
then camping on the Kenai Peninsula. To find solitude, I
had to come home co Oregon.
Start with Girdwood, a former mining community of
1,500 about 40 miles south of Anchorage that has become
a lodestar for the state's dream of a world-class destination
resort in Anchorage's back yard. Girdwood is the home of
Alyeska Ski Resort, built in the 1950's and 1960's and
acquired in 1980 by the Seibu Group of Japan, a major
international hotel and ski resort developer that is bent on
turning the ski area into an international attraction. Half
the houses in Girdwood are second homes owned by parttime residents. Tourism is the major source of jobs.
So far, Girdwood's year-round residents have been
able co integrate ski tourism wirh the appeal of a small
community in a lovely valley where people still pick up
their mail at the local post office, ride their bicycles on

A

wooded trails and pick berries on Mt. Alyeska after dinner.
But that is changing fast.
The state of Alaska has selected 23,000 acres from the
Chugach National Forest in Girdwood Valley, part of the
land grant that came with statehood, for intensive tourism
development. Anchorage has selected 1,000 acres in the
valley bottom. (Girdwood, once a separate town, now lies
within the Anchorage Municipality and has no separate
political voice.) The plans being hatched by the borough
and the state will change life in Girdwood irrevocably. In
August, the Anchorage Assembly approved the lease of SO
acres in the valley for a golf course. The Alaska Railroad is
discussing building a spur line to bring tourists into
Girdwood Valley directly from Anchorage International
Airport. And Alyeska Ski Resort hopes to expand, bringing tourist dollars but also erasing forests, wetlands and
part of a trail through a beautiful old-growth rainforest.
Developers say future growth is inevitable; the challenge will be to protect the environment and the smalltown character of Girdwood Valley in the process. But critics say the various development schemes threaten to turn
Girdwood into a bedroom for Anchorage, a tourism ghetto
or both. "I'd rather be a town first that also has a tourism
resort," says Joan Paschal of Girdwood.
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Jy detected in Portland's air (see
"Bad A1r Days:• Oiscoc:Jia Times.May
1998) is now the center: of attention in a lawsuit filed in California:
The San Francisco environmental
group Commuflities for a Better,
Environment filed the lawsuit under
the state Unfair Competition Aci..
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experiences. The lake is popular
for its water skiing and fishing. It
supports kamloop and bull trout,
mackinaw and kokanee salmon,
among native fish.
The current drama begins
===:iil
about 25 miles up the Clark Fork
River, the lake's major tributary,
where Asarco, a New York-based
mining company, plans to dig horizontal shafts under the Cabinet
Mountains Wilderness. If built, the
copper and silver mine would be
one of the largest such excavations
in North America, employing 300
workers.
Map shows location of two Asarco mining projects.
Sandpoint residents strongly
believe the mine should not be built. sinkers, mercury, aluminum and copper as "virtual testimony" against the
At hearings and in written comments,
99 percent of responses from the mine. He said the metal represented
Sandpoint area indicated opposition to the amount of waste the mine would
the Rock Creek Mine. Of the 3,000 discharge to the river every day.
The Rock Creek Alliance, with
comments from residents in Idaho,
offices
in Sandpoint and Missoula, has
Montana and Washington, 72 percent
were against.
One critic, Cesar organized local opposition. "If the
Hernandez, delivered a 1,100-pound Rock Creek mine is permitted, it will
truckload of sand, fertilizer,
lead sec a dangerous precedent for mining
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in federally designated wilderness
areas," said Dori Gilels, the group's
Montana director. "Worse yet, the
Cabinet Mountains are threatened
by five different mine proposals."
'~
One of the most articulate
~ opponents has been Dennis Pence,
; president
of
Sandpoint-based
2 Coldwater
Creek Inc., a leading
v
local employer that specializes in
selling casual clothing, accessories
E and nature-related gifts by mail
order. "The pristine wilderness
u surrounding, Rock Creek and the
watershed running through it are
simply too valuable to be used as a
testing ground for untried technology," he wrote in a letter to Idaho Gov.
Phil Batt. "Our lake is coo precious a
resource to put at risk."
Asarco is pinning its hopes on the
1872 Mining Law, which poses enormous obstacles for anyone who intends
to stop a hard rock mine on federal land.
The agencies making the decision on
whether to allow the mine are the U.S.
Forest Service and the Montana
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Alaska politicians past and present have regarded roads
as the route to prosperity. In 1995, Gov. Tony Knowles
unveiled a 10-year, $2 billion plan to upgrade major highways and build new roads to boost community economic
development. Add to that the fact that tourism has
increased by 40 percent over the past three years, and that
visitors now spend $1 billion annually in Alaska, and you
have the rationale for an all-out push to make more of the
Great Land accessible co residents and Outsiders alike.
Prince William Sound, still recovering from the 1989 Exxon
Valdez oil spill, is soon to become a target of this push.
Take the Seward Highway along Cook Inlet's beautiful
Turnagain Arm southeast of Anchorage and you'll reach
Portage Glacier, with its stunning view of icebergs floating
on Portage Lake. Nearby, heavy equipment is excavating
ground near the Whittier Tunnel, a railroad tunnel through
the Chugach Mountains that provides the only ground
transportation from Anchorage to the west side of Prince
William Sound. The state of Alaska is building a 2.5-mile,
$60 million toll road through the tunnel that will cut the 50mile trip from Anchorage to Whittier to about an hour.
Boat traffic in the sound is expected to increase 10-fold
almost immediately after the road is completed in 2000.
Cruise ships large and small will queue up to take
Anchorage-based tourists into remote sections of the sound.
For the first time, the seldom-visited and relatively pristine
south sound will be accessible to large numbers of small
craft that couldn't carry enough fuel to make the trip from
Valdez.
Conservationists, including Trustees for Alaska and the
Alaska Center for the Environment, sued in federal court to
halt the Whittier Road and got construction stopped twice.
But they ultimately lost the case when the U.S. Supreme
Court refused last May to hear their appeal of the 9th
Circuit's ruling that the road violated no federal law.
Many recreational boaters can't wait for the highway to
open, but Whittier officials admit they are unprepared for
the rush of tourists expected, and a number of scientists,
environmentalists and even government officials predict
disaster. "No one agency has authority to limit recreational
craft," said one federal official who wished to remain anonymous. "Places close to Whittier will just be trashed."
"I've sort of given up on the sound," said Mark Luttrell
of the Eastern Kenai Peninsula Environmental Association
in Seward. "I'm expecting to watch my best friend die."
Proponents of the road say access to the sound will take
some of the pressure off the crowded Kenai Peninsula,
Anchorage's most heavily used playground. Guidebooks
warn tourists not to visit the peninsula in summer if solitude
is what they seek. The Kenai River is one of the most pro-

ductive sport fishing rivers in the nation; its sockeye salmon
run alone often exceeds 3 million. This bounty draws thousands of fishermen each summer to take pare in the uniquely Alaskan sport known as "combat fishing."
Alaska writer John Strohmayer spoke at the environmental history conference about how the peninsula and the
river have been transformed in only a few decades. In the
1950s the Kenai had a population of just over 300; today,
8,000 live there. What happened? Oil was discovered on the
peninsula, the road to Seward was paved, and development
followed. Struggling homesteaders were bought out, wetlands were drained, trees were cut, canals were built. Highspeed wakes eroded the riverbanks. Fishermen left garbage
and human waste behind. "Steady destruction of the river"
ensued, Strohmayer said. Not until the 1980s did the state
enact erosion control programs.
"The state should find the money to buy up the riverbank property," he urged. "There is no other river in the
world like the Kenai, and it is free."
I went to the Kenai Peninsula anyway. In Seward, I
pitched my tent next co a small city of recreational vehicles
for the privilege of waking up to a breathtaking view of
glaciers and Resurrection Bay. Even the rumbling of RV
generators and the traffic noise can't diminish the beauty of
the place. And if you have $100 to spare, you can take a sixhour trip to view true wilderness in Kenai Fjords National
Park, where glaciers calve into deep fjords, horned puffins
fly from rocky roosts, and orcas plunge and breach. I also
camped for a night on busy, noisy Homer Spit for the
chance to watch the sunset over Kachemak Bay. From north
of Homer, on a clear day, you can see the volcanic peaks of
the Alaska Peninsula floating over the water and imagine
the Aleutian Range curving southwest for hundreds of
miles, separating the Gulf of Alaska from the Bering Sea. I
sat on a log and watched this scene of transcendent beauty,
trying to filter out the canned 1970's music coming from the
beach party up the spit.
"The hardest thing we're going to face here is incrernentalisrn," says Mark Luttrell. "How do you convince
people that one more of anything is going to do any harm?
Limits are anathema to the Alaska mindset, but they're the
only thing that's going to save us."
There's plenty of wild land left in Alaska. It's remote
and expensive to get to. Mose Anchorage dwellers never get
co see places like the Aleutian Islands or the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge. Like the rest of us, they have to settle for
places they can drive co. And thank goodness. That means
the really wild places will stay chat way, at least until someone figures out how to build a road to them.
•
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Department of Environ-mental Quality.
The state of Idaho has no authority to
block it, even though much of the pollution will wind up in that state. The
next jurisdiction downstream is British
Columbia. Batt has expressed concern
about water quality impacts, but one of
his state agencies removed a library of
mine-related documents
from the
Panhandle to a repository in Boise, several hundred miles away.
If permitted, Asarco would pile a
100-million ton mountain of waste
rock, or tailings, on 340 acres next to
the Clark Fork. Treated waste water
will flow directly into the Clark Fork at
a rate of 1,700 gallons a minute. The
amount of pollution in the effluent is a
matter of debate. The company claims
it will meet Montana water quality
standards, and that it has been working
on environmental problems for 10
years. "It will be cleaner than drinking
water," said Doug Parker, Asarco's
environmental manager.
Critics, however, say Asarco's
treatment system to remove pollution
is experimental. They say the method
has been used in municipal waste
treatment systems, but has never been
tried at a hard rock mine this large. If

the treatment fails, untreated water
would seep into the river.
Lake Pend Oreille, some 25 miles
downstream, would be the receptacle
for the heavy metals and nitrogen the
river waters will carry. Idaho has
declared the Jake a "Special Resource
Water" which means it allows no new
pollution to enter it or any of its tributaries. Nitrogen, from explosives needed to blast out the mine, would contribute to depletion of oxygen needed
by fish. Critics worry that pollution
would push the threatened bull trout
further toward extinction.
Opponents also recognize a threat
to the economy. In an editorial, the
Bonner County Daily Bee emphasized
the importance of protecting tourism the fastest growing economic base in
Idaho. "We don't necessarily believe
the company would intentionally pollute the area, but our confidence level
in the rules and regulators is low. If
they fail, we stand to lose much, much
more than 300 jobs."
ASARco's RECORD

W

hat about Asarco's record elsewhere? Can the company be trust-

ed to take good care at Rock Creek?
"The company does not care
about the environment," said Anne
Hedges of the Montana Environmental Information Center in Helena.
"The company has intentionally disregarded federal requirements and done
as little as it could throughout the
years. If they cannot protect the environment, they should not be in business." Hedges added, however, that
Asarco recently has made an effort to
improve its performance.
A computer search by Cascadia
Times of EPA records, using a program
developed by the Environmental
Defense Fund, shows that Asarco is
among the dirtiest polluters in the
West (see chart on Page 5).
Moreover, Asarco has a lengthy
record of violating environmental laws.
The company has:
• Created a chronic air pollution problem in East Helena, Mont., where
Asarco manufactures custom lead
products. Its smelter, which produces
the second largest volume of waste
among all industrial sites in 12 western
states, exceeded federal limits for lead
CONTI NUEO ON PAGE
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involving 1,065 acres valued $10.5
million.The Freddies involved claimed
the land "was of little or no discernible use to the Forest Service,"

Uneasy Rider
Katie Mc<;;inty, chair of the White
House Council on Environmental
Quality, took Sen. Slade Gorton, RWA to task for sponsoring an
amendment to the Interior
Appropriations bill that she says
would "micromanage" natural
resources in the Northwest from
Washington DC. Gorton wants
would make sure Congress wiU
approve any major changes in the
. operation of the hydro system.
According to McGinty, the rider
would "carve huge loopholes in basic
environmental laws and undermine
. years of scientifk Study and consensus-building;' Stateand federal agencies charged with protecting the environment could not "undertake any
action" that would "diminish" authorized uses of federally built or
lkensed dams without the explicit
approval of Congress. The proposed
· amendment, for instance; would make
.darn operators wbo want to modify
river flows to heJp migr,ating salmon
get approval from Congress. The
amendment, says McGinty in the
Seattle Times Op-ed piece, would
doom the region's salmon by "virtually freezing the status quo on the
Columbia and Snake rivers" Worse,·
wams M<:Ginty, the proposal excludes
the public, "including the people of
the Pacific Northwest," from critical
decisions on-thts region's
future.

CONTINUED

· in a rebuttal to McGinty's
Seattle Times Op-ed piece, Gorton all
bUt accuses McGinty of lying, callmg
her statement's "whoppers.''
·· Aceorxling to Gorton, his main objec- · ,
:tive is to get the power back in local
:hands, especial!y when ft comes to
salmon-recovery decisions. R~ accus:es the G:linton administration of trying
..to gathe'r and keep power in
Washington,D.C:' 'Gorton reveals his
real objectiv~ -to have it both ways.

.He says he- wants a vibrant salmon ,
'-
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'fishery; protection of the state's
hydroelectric. system (so the state can
retain the benefits of irrigation, transportation .and flood control); and. to
let the region decide these questions
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and particulate emissions to the air, the
company reported in August.
• Spilled "a few tons" of sulfuric acid
into water that leaked to the soil in
August at East Helena, and in
February, released a million gallons of
water contaminated with lead, cadmium and arsenic when an underground
pipe burst. State environmental regulators say they weren't notified of the
spill for nearly a week.
• Agreed, in January, to a $61.S million
settlement to resolve violations of federal environmental Jaws at East Helena
and in Arizona. At the Montana plant,
the EPA charged Asarco with burning
hazardous waste containing high concentrations of lead, and spraying water
laced with lead and arsenic on the
ground for dust control.
• Refused to clean up an Everett,
Wash., neighborhood contaminated
with arsenic from an old smelter. The
Washington Department of Ecology
intends to hold Asarco responsible for
the cleanup, Asarco has filed suit to
escape liability.
• Fought efforts by the EPA to name it
as a responsible party for the cleanup
of the Bunker Hill lead smelter
Superfund site in Silver Valley, Idaho.
The Spokane River in Eastern
Washington shows lead concentrations
30 times greater than unpolluted
rivers, the U.S. Geological Survey says.

111 Years Late,
the Nisga'a Win
Land Claim
by Kathie Durbin
he wheels of government
and policies turn slowly in
Canada when it comes to
settling the land claims of British
Columbia's indigenous people.
Consider the plight of the 5,500
Nisga'a people who live in the
remote Nass Valley near the
Alaska-British Columbia border.
On August 4, a full 111 years after
they began pressing their claim to territory in the Nass Valley, 30 years after
they began negotiations with Ottawa,
and 25 years after they took their claim
to court, the Nisga'a finally prevailed.
In a ceremony at New Aiyansh,
B.C., about 900 miles north of
Vancouver, Nisga'a leaders signed a
treaty with Ottawa and the provincial
government that settles their longstanding claim and recognizes their
status as a nation.
"I believe the treaty represents a
monumental achievement for the
Nisga'a people and for Canadian society," Nisga'a Chief Joe Gosnell cold
hundreds of his people and visiting
dignitaries. "It proves that a modern
society can correct the mistakes of the
past and ensures that minorities are
treated fairly."
Under the treaty, the first to be

T
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negotiated between Ottawa and First
Nation people of RC. this century, the
Nisga'a will receive title to 1,930
square kilometers (745 square miles) in
the Nass Valley. That's about 10 percent of the territory they occupied
before white settlers invaded the valley co exploit its fish, minerals and timber. They will assume self-government
powers similar to those of a municipality, the right co control their natural
resources, and $190 million Canadian
in cash. In exchange, they will agree to
give up future treaty claims and their
exemption from taxes.
Like most other first people in
British Columbia, the Nisga'a never
sold their ancestral lands, nor did they
cede them in war or by treaty. Unlike
many others, however, the Nisga'a
never stopped protesting the appropriation of their fishing and hunting
grounds by waves of white homesteaders, miners and logging companies.
The treaty signed in August must
still be ratified by the Canadian
Parliament, the B.C. Legislature and
the Nisga'a people. The cost of meeting its obligations co the Nisga'a, estimated at $500 million Canadian, will
be shared by the national and provincial governments, with Ottawa paying
70 percent, B.C. 30 percent.
At the ceremony in New Aiyansh,
Canadian Indian Affairs Minister Jane
Stewart predicted the treaty would
become a model for future agreements
with aboriginal people in B.C. "In this
treaty, Canada, British Columbia and
the Nisga'a make promises to each
other," she said. "We have negotiated a
way of living together, of reconciling
our different ways of life. It's a signal to
ocher B.C. first nations that treaty
negotiations do work." Stewart says
the cost of settling pending land claims
with as many as Sl other B.C. native
groups, which could reach billions of
dollars, would not affect Ottawa's commitment to the process.
A recent decision by the Supreme
Court of Canada that significancly
expanded aboriginal title to land
helped drive the national government's final push toward settlement.
But the treaty is expected to face
stiff resistance at the provincial level
from opposition politicians including
B,C, Liberal Leader Gordon Campbell
and acting B.C. Reform Party leader
William Vander Zalm, as well as from
fisheries and timber interests, who are
concerned about the precedent it secs
for control of the province's natural
resources. Some opponents already
have called for a province-wide referendum on the treaty before ratification.
At the New Aiyansh ceremony,
B.C. Premier Glen Clark vowed that
there would be no vote on the treaty as
long as he is premier. But he also
warned that the treaty's supporters
"will have to confront the word and
deeds of those who are blind to the
injustice of the past and who reject 30
years of negotiations and compromise."

The Day
the Snake
Went Dry
By Paul Koberstein

E

xactly 40 years ago this Labor
Day, an incident in Hells
Canyon eerily foreshadowed
the decline of Snake River salmon.
Some say it also demonstrated early
evidence of the lax attitudes and
denial that today have all but sealed
the salmon's fate.
At the height of the great dambuilding boom of the '50s and '60s,
the Idaho Power Company built a
series of three dams in the deep
gorge, Environmental advocacy at the
time was still weak: the dams Oxbow, Brownlee and Ilells Canyon
- later would prove impassable for
salmon returning co southern Idaho
and southeast Oregon.
At least on paper, the extinction
of Snake River fall Chinook throughout 80 percent of their range was not
part of Idaho Power's plan. And while
the company may nor have been
guilty of the ecological equivalent of
genocide, a case could be made for
negligent manslaughter. Howard
Morgan, a member of the Federal
Power Commission at the time, later
wrote critically of Idaho Power's role
in the 1958 Labor Day calamity, in
particular its penchant for cutting corners and shaving costs during construction of salmon-passage facilities
at Oxbow.
Morgan investigated the "wholesale destruction
of a natural
resource," as he put it, so that the
obscure federal agency in charge of
licensing dams could come "face co
face , .. with a disaster resulting from
its own licensing activity ... "
Let Morgan tell the story:
"Flowing northward from southern Idaho, the Snake River forms the
boundary between west-central
Idaho and northeastern Oregon.
There, two or three miles after passing the Brownlee Reservoir, the river
encounters a rocky promoncory jutting, northeastward from the Oregon
side. Viewed from above, this
promonrory has the appearance of a
human thumb. This promontory provides the site of Oxbow dam."
Construction began in February
1958. By summer, serious problems
emerged. A facility to trap adult
salmon and pass them around the
construction site "had been improperly designed or constructed, or
both," Morgan wrote. The facility
cracked and settled appreciably,
Meanwhile, a large fall run of
salmon entered the Columbia, many
of them bound for the Snake and for
the spawning beds above Oxbow.
Everyone involved with the project
already seemed to know that "a crisis

Field Notes
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of major dimensions confronted the
company, its contractor, the state and
federal fishery agencies and this commission." Other than frantic attempts
co stave off the inevitable, nothing
seems to have been done to formulate
an orderly plan to take effect when the
inevitable finally occurred.
"What finally did happen is, and
always has been, veiled in inexcusable
though perhaps understandable secrecy. The files of this commission are
notably deficient in comments or
reports revealing exactly what was
done, who did it, and who authorized
its doing. Attempts at concealment
seem to have been made by various
persons involved, and were it not for
the enormity of what was done, and the
impossibility of total concealment, we
might have never known that anything
out of the ordinary occurred at all.
"But what did occur was not merely
out of the ordinary; the ensuing episode
must surely have set the all-time record
for wanton and irresponsible destruction
of a natural resource (at least during a
short period) under what the public

run had arrived in the reach of the river below Oxbow. This is known
because they were seen, photographed
and reported by the sportsmen. Many
of these photographs were later published by the press.
"There is nothing remarkable
about this except for one thing: these
salmon were either dying in small,
rapidly-drying pools in the middle of
what only the day before had been the
river-bed; or they were lying in the hot
sun on dry rocks in the middle of the
river's former course. No one had ever
seen anything like this before.
"And small wonder. On that day,
for the first time since the Ice Age, the
Snake River - for a distance of about
60 miles downstream between Oxbow
and the lmnaha River - went completely dry."
"To save the trapping
facility
from
imminent
collapse,
the diversion tunnel at
Oxbow
had
been
sealed off by (Idaho
Power) or its agents,

Rare photos taken by a witness to the 1958
kill-off of Snake River salmon show a
Chinook. upper right. leaping from the
draining river bed. Meanwhile. dam construction workers. left. stack dead salmon
into boxes for delivery to welfare agencies
in Oregon and Idaho. Oxbow Dam, center.
opened in 1961 in Hells Canyon between
Idaho and Northeast Oregon. (Photos courtesy Oregon Historical Society.)

trustingly supposes to be the watchful
eyes of state and federal agencies. Nor
should we overlook the actions and
responsibility of a federally licensed
company (Idaho Power), unqualifiably
charged with protection of the very natural resources which thereupon was ravished and decimated."
Photographs show that by August
26, heavy repair work on the fish trap
was under way. Idaho Power asked the
federal agencies for permission to reduce
flows in the river by more than half.
There was no evidence whether permission was granted, or who granted it.
"In the midst of the Labor Day
weekend and with large numbers of
sportsmen scattered along the Snake,
the first vanguard of the Fall salmon

and flow at that point had been
reduced to zero."
The company claimed that leakage
through the construction site and two
small creeks furnished enough water to
maintain fish life. "This claim does not
square with the numerous photographs
in existence which show great stretches
of the river bed as dry as a country road
in summertime."
For two days, Morgan wrote, the
river "was completely blocked, in violation of license terms ... " And for 37
days, the salmon had no way to get
around Oxbow dam, during which
"many thousands" of them died from
disease and exhaustion.
Idaho Power responded to a public
uproar by pointing out the silly salmon

should have turned around and "followed the receding water" downstream.
In 1992, the National Marine
Fisheries Service listed the few Snake
River fall Chinook
under
the
Endangered Species Act. A run of
many thousands had been reduced to
fewer than 100. But the decision to list
these fish was not the end of a long
struggle, only the beginning. Because
while the long arm of the ESA has
reshaped the way federal dams must
operate, it has meant little change at
the dams in Hells Canyon.
Consider, for example, events that
coincided with the 39th anniversary of
the Labor Day catastrophe. In August
1997, the federal government procured
a large amount of badly needed cool
water from upstream to help the
salmon combat the deadlv effects of
high water temperatures an'd low flows.
But the water had to go through the
three Idaho Power dams to reach the
fish. Instead of letting the water go by,
the company held it back so it could
increase electricity sales later.
Part of the problem today, says
Dan Rohlf, an environmental attorney
at Portland's Lewis & Clark College, is
that the federal government is not forcing Idaho Power to comply with the
Endangered Species Act. The Federal

Regulatory
Commission
(FERC) - a successor to Morgan's
FPC ~ is also blocking enforcement.
The ESA requires all federal agencies to consult with the National
Marine Fisheries Service if their actions
might imperil listed salmon. Three
times, the fisheries service has asked
FERC to begin formal talks about the
problems in Hells Canyon. Each time,
FERC either refused or failed to
respond. Last November, American
Rivers and seven other environmental
groups filed suit in federal court in
hopes of forcing FERC co respond. In
March, FERC finally agreed to informal
talks, but nothing more.
"You have a situation where one
federal agency is thumbing its nose at
another and in the meantime the
salmon are being killed," said Todd
True, an attorney for the Earthjustice
Legal Defense Fund in Seattle.
"Our dams are not the ones that
are killing the fish," retorts Jim Miller,
Idaho Power's vice president in charge
of generation. "The federal dams on
the lower Snake River and commercial
fishing interests are the problem. In
fact, we're trying to help the ·federal
government reduce the number of fish
killed at its projects by shaping the
streamflows out of Hells Canyon."
Rohlf said the courts may decide to
let FERC continue stonewalling. But if
he ever gets to court, he's eager to offer
proof that Idaho Power dams are illegally killing salmon. "It's a criminal violation to take a listed species," he said.
"Idaho Power is saying, screw you,
we're not letting any water run down
the river because it costs us money." •
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"They took all the trees and
put them in a tree museum
And they charged all the
people a dollar-and-a-half
just to see 'em"
-Joni Mitchell, Big Yellow Taxi

"Recreation is ~ig, big
business in America. "
!...
(1)
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-U.S. Agriculture Secretary
Dan Glickman, July 11, 1997

The best things
in life arenrt
free anymore.
f you doubt it, you haven't
been out in the woods lately.
Congress and federal forest
managers, squeezed between
starkly diminished timber sale
receipts and spiraling recreation
demand, have discovered a new
source of revenue: Us. Instead of
dipping into the federal treasury
to support a program that poten-

I

tially benefits each and every
American taxpayer, Congress opted two years ago to shift more of
the cost to users.
(Better to make a reference
to a specific point in time, such as
the teddy roosevelt administration, co avoid the cliche) Once
country that had the foresight a
century ago co set aside millions of
acres as national forests, national
parks and national
wildlife
refuges. Whether rich or poor, city
dweller or ruralire, we knew that
the trails and streams, forests and
mountains, would always be there
for us to experience, mostly free of
charge.
No more. Congress
has
decreed that recreation, unlike

most other uses of federal land, must
start paying for itself. "Pay to Play" is the
new watchword on public lands. And
the $400 billion outdoor recreation
industry is bidding for a major piece of
the action.
The Forest Service's new Trail Park
fee programs, which charges us $3 to

take a hike in our national forests, is just
the beginning. Before long, a Disneyesque vision for our public lands may
replace Teddy Roosevelt's, and campground concessionaires may charge us a
toll to pee in Forest Service outhouses.
Outdoor recreation already is one of
the biggest profit centers in government
and one the few sectors in which the
United States enjoys a highly favorable
international
trade advantage. U.S.
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman,
who oversees
the
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Fish and Wildlife Service and Bureau of been a high priority of Congress. For
Land Management - may designate up decades, while fully funding the Forest
tO 100 Fee Demo projects each at sites
Service timber sale program, lawmakers
around the nation. Each project must gave the agency only a small fraction of
have a business plan chat shows how it what it requested for campground mainwill make money, and how the money tenance, operations, wilderness recrewill be spent.
ation and land acquisitions. Between
The BLM and Fish and Wildlife 1994 and 1997, the Forest Service's
we are privileged co enjoy. Fortunately,
Service have moved cautiously in adopt- recreation budget for Oregon and
that's beginning to change."
Unlike timber, mining and live- ing new fees, but the Forest Service and Washington plummeted from $42.3 milPark Service have embraced this oppor- lion co $28.8 million, a 32 percent
stock grazing, which are languishing,
outdoor recreation is a growth industry, tunity to raise money for starved recre- decline.
Fee Demo program had raised $150
and public lands are America's favorite ation programs. And Trail Park fees are
playground. Recreation visits to federal only one facet of the program. Creative million as of the end of July and is
lands climbed from 560 million in 1980 recreation managers are now charging expected co raise a total of $300 million
to 860 million in 1997 and are projected admission fees to visitor centers and over its 30-month run, money earpopular recreation complexes, levying marked for new restrooms, railings and
to exceed one billion by 2000.
The recreation industry has moved new registration and backcountry camp- picnic tables, campground improvequickly and decisively to capture a sig- ing fees, even designing expensive ments, and especially trail maintenance,
nificant share of the revenue your recre- "National Heritage" tours of archeologi- which can cost up to $1,000 a trail mile
ation dollars will generate in coming cal sites for well-heeled travelers, com- on the wet west side of the Cascades.
plete with catered meals and Some of the money is going to add
years.
stays
in
historic interpretive programs, hire
"As we begin to look at
\\\~
11
y'8/
fdfj
lodges.
more seasonal recreation
~\\\ "
the future we see no
~~ \\\
,
8/y/
specialises, and allow
~~\o. ·
alternative but
~ \.,~
visitor centers to
&.~i;~

fies me that the Department
of
Agriculture tracks the value of soybeans,
corn, or wheat to the penny by the day,
yet rarely is recreation and tourism on
federal lands understood as a revenue
generator. Instead it has been perceived
as an amenity - something extra that
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2000, recreation will account for $98
u
to embrace
billion of the $130 billion the Forest
and build upon a tradiService contributes co the nation's econtion of partnerships, especially within
omy.
Forest Service
Chief
Mike our national parks and federal lands,"
Dombeck has embraced the concept of said Derrick Crandall, president of the
American
Recreation
recreation as a commodity. In a speech influential
to the ski industry on Dec. 3, t 997, he Coalition, in a report co ARC's 120
compared the trends affecting the member recreation- oriented businessdownhill ski industry - the aging of es, trade associations and user groups.
baby boomers, the advent of snow- ARC was a kev architect of the
boarding - to the decline of timber har- Recreation Fee Demonstration Project,
vesting and the explosion of recreation which brought us the new Trail Park
fees.
on national forest lands.
Under Fee Demo, as it is known,
"On-snow activities on national
forests produced over $10 billion in rev- four federal agencies - the Forest
enue last year," Dombeck said. "It baf- Service, National Park Service, U.S.

l.f~0,
'IJ 1Bd8r, I l

Agencies have a
strong incentive to panicipate. They get co keep 80 percent of the money they collect at
Fee Demo sites and plow it back into
needed improvements at those sires.
"It's significant for a local district ranger
co be able co keep $10,000 to fix up a
campground," says Garry Oye, who
oversees wilderness, rivers and recreation for national forests in California.
Before Fee Demo, forest managers
had to turn over campground receipts
and ocher fees to the Federal Treasury
and hope some of that money would
come back co them in annual appropriations. But forest recreation has never

,
i
~~
t~

-Michael
Dombeck

i

A, ~\~\\~
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stay open longer during summer months.
The cost of collecting the fees is
supposed to be capped at 15 percent of
total receipts, though early reports indicate that on some forests, selling Trail
Park permits, checking car windshields
for stickers and issuing citations is eating up far more than that on some
forests.
The Demo Fee project is scheduled to expire on Sept. 30, 1999, but a
CONTINUED
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REI plaqs its card for rockclimbers
by Kathie Durbin

I

rs called rock-bolting. and
government attorneys have
warned repeatedly that it is
illegal in congressionallydesignated wildernessareas, where the
1964Wilderness Act forbids the
installation of permanent manmade structures of any kind
Nonetheless, for years the
Forest Servicehas looked the
other way, letting climbers install
fixed anchors-metal climbing
bolts, pitons wedged into the
cracks in rock faces, and nylon
slingswrapped around trees and
rocks-on climbing routes in
wilderness areas.
The agency was forced to
reassessits position last year
after a Missoula,Montana, group
called WildernessWatch tested
the practice in an appeal of the
Sawtooth National Forest man-

agement plan. The plan called for
no fixed anchors on new climbing routes in the popular Idaho
forest, but it allowed existing
anchors to remain and permitted
climbers to install new ones on
existing routes. lntermountain
RegionalForesterJack Blackwell
denied the appeal, but Forest
ServiceChief Mike Dombeck
agreed to reviewit. On the
advice of the Office of General
Counsel,he sided with the letter
and spirit of the WildernessAct
and WildernessWatch. On June
1, Dombeck announced that his
agency would start enforcingthe
law by barring fixedanchors in
wilderness,not only on the
Sawtooth but in all national forest wildernessareas.
The announcement incited
the climbing community. The
Access Fund, a climbing organization, denounced the restric-

tion as unfair, unnecessary and
illogical. "As all climbers know.
technical climbing requires a
system of ropes and anchors for
belays, lead protection, and
descent;' Armando Menocal,
founder of the Access Fund,
wrote in an electronic alert to
his members in mid-June. "Since
the early part of this century
that system has included removable protection devices as well
as tools which are, by necessity,
left in place. It's a rare wilderness climb that can be descended without leaving some type of
rappel anchor, usually just a
short length of nylon sling ... So
much for the Wilderness Act's
purpose of providing opportunities for 'primitive and unconfined recreation,"
The Forest Serviceestimates
that the ruling will apply to least
40 wilderness areas that offer

"major climbing opportunities:'
The Access Fund says that figure
is low.
George Nickas of
Wilderness Watch is unmoved
by that argument. Rock-bolting,
he says, "violates both the letter
of the Wilderness Act and the
spirit of the act. The act says
that wilderness areas are areas
humans are supposed to leave
alone, to visit and leave
unchanged. When you go into
wilderness you have to accept it
for what it is, and not expect
that it be modified to meet our
demands. If there's a place in
wilderness that we can't go
because it's too steep or too
rough, that's okay.We shouldn't
modify it, because then it's no
longer wilderness:'
Not all climbers agree that
fixedanchors are essential to
their sport. Some point out that

one of the thrills of climbing is
the challengeof charting a
course up a rock face, finding
handholds and footholds along
the way.
It's a legitimate public policy debate. But this debate took
a new turn on June 18 when
WallySmith, chief executive officer of Recreational Equipment
Inc. (REI), wrote to Jim Lyons,
undersecretary agriculture secretary in charge of the Forest
Service, urging him to "clarify
the information" in the June 1
press release. Smith urged Lyons
to make it clear that the rockbolting decision applied only to
the Sawtooth National Forest
and was "not a national ruling
or policy:' He said Forest Service
officialshad already assured an
REI lobbyist that the matter
would be resolved co the comCONTINUED
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rider
to
the
House
Interior
Appropriations bill would guarantee the
project two more years of life. Rep.
Peter Defazio, D-Ore., tried but failed
to get the rider removed from the House
bill. At this writing, no companion measure has been introduced on the Senate
side. Congress will decide whether to
extend the program it returns from its
August break. Two Southern California
congresswomen, Democrat Lois Capps
and Republican Mary Bono, have introduced a bill that would end all fee collections on Forest Service land. "To tax
the Great Outdoors is offensive to the
very concept of the national forest system," Bono says. "The forests are for the
entire nation and therefore should be
supported through the traditional funding process. Under this plan, Congress
taxes Americans twice."

Staruedfor funding

T

here's no question public trails,
campgrounds and visitor centers
need a cash infusion. Recreation
programs have been underfunded since
the early 1980s, when U.S. Interior
Secretary James Watt pushed for privatization of most programs on federal lands.
Recreation officials say the Fee Demo
money is allowing them to work through
a heavy backlog of deferred maintenance and to better serve the public.
On the heavily used Mount BakerSnoqualmie National Forest, the recreation and wilderness budget shrank 40
percent between 1994 and 1998, said
forest spokesman Gary Paull. Without
the new Trail park fees, there would
have been no money to pay seasonal
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pany's satisfaction.
"My persistence is because
the fixed anchor issues is of high
importance to REI and our
members who climb," Smith
said. REI and the Access Fund
reportedly have considered
suing the Forest Service if it
implements its new ban on fixed
anchors in wilderness areas.
REI is not just another
company. It's one of the nation's
largest purveyors of recreational
clothes and equipment, induding climbing equipment, with
annual sales of $484 million. It
is also a cooperative, with 1.4
million active members. And
increasingly, it is a political force
on public land access issues. REI
has forged a strong working
relationship with federal land
management agencies through
its membership in the
American Recreation
Association and its sponsorship
of the Access Fund. Last
November the company sponsored the first REI National
Recreation and Access Summit.
More than 180 outdoor users,
representing the Access Fund,

Hikers David Howitt of Portland. Gordon Williams of San Francisco and Daniel Howitt of
Portland purchased a trail pass after receiving a warning. Caddis the dog leads the way.

American Whitewater and the
International Mountain Biking
Association, gathered in
Boulder; Colo., to develop "a
unified stance on contemporary
access issues."
In Seattle, REl's close working relationship with two key
federal agencies has culminated
in an unusual publicprivate business partnership. REI provides
space rent-free in its
80,000-square-foot
flagship store for a
joint Forest
Service/National Park
Service Outdoor
Recreation
Information Center.
Agency employees working out
of the center dispense information on trail and river conditions and camping and climbing opportunities. REl's extended hours have allowed both
agencies to expand their recreational outreach and save rnoney on office costs to boot. "I
consider this a blended operation," says John Sheppard, the
store's operations manager. "We

share phone lines, storage
space, even customer service
training:'
REI has found support for
its position from the Sierra Club
and the Wilderness Society. The
Sierra Club recently adopted a
resolution supporting the use
of fixed anchors and bolts by

El
rock climbers, but its position
has drawn fire from some member chapters. "If fixed anchors
are allowed, why not cell-phone
antennas?" asked a member of
the South Dakota Chapter.
The Wilderness Society's
support for rock-bolting in
wilderness areas reverses the
position the organization took
as recently as 1992, when thenpresident George Frampton

workers to do trail maintenance this
summer.
The new fee revenue has allowed
managers at Mount St. Helens National
Volcanic Monument to plow the road to
the Johnston Ridge Overlook earlier in
the season and extend operating hours
at three visitor centers, which draw
tourists from all over the world. Hours
had been sharply curtailed due to budget cues.
At popular Cougar Hot Springs in
the Oregon Cascades, where rampant
drinking and drug use have created a
monumental headache for Willamette
National Forest officials, a new $3 user
fee is helping to pay for an on-site
Forest Service ranger, improvements to
the pools and campsites, and replanting
of vegetation in trampled areas.
Olympic National Park is using its
Fee Demo proceeds to maintain trails,
resurface back roads, and rehabilitate
two historic park ranger buildings that
were slowly decaying and sinking into
the rainforest floor.
At Mount Shasta in California,
receipts from the Fee Demo program
have
allowed
the
Shasta-Trinity
National Forest to increase the number
of climbing rangers from two to five.
Throughout the Northwest, the
money is going co clean campgrounds
and restrooms, repair trails, replace pico nic tables, and address other mundane
~ but essential deferred maintenance
~ needs.
~
No one, including the program's crit¥ ics, questions the need. But the Fee
:. Demo program raises other questions
§ that are less easily answered: Shouldn't
&. Congress be paying for these things? Can
recreation on public lands ever truly pay
for itself? Should it have to? Are we in

wrote to Forest Service Chief F.
Dale Robertson: "As the philosophy of 'no-trace' campaign has
been embraced to protect
resources within the wilderness
system, the time has come to
foster a similar land ethic
regarding rock climbing" in
wilderness areas.
Some 50 conservation groups have signed
on to a "Dear Senator" letter drafted by Wilderness
Watch, which urges the
defeat of the anti-wilderness rider. Other than
climbers who use fixed
anchors, "I have not found
a single person who uses
wilderness who disagrees
with the ban," Nickas said. "But
we have two riders that are taking direct aim at the Wilderness
Act, and for the most pare the
national environmental community has been deafeningly
silent. I find that appalling:'
Now Sen. Slade Gorton, RWash, has entered the fray. On
Aug. 6, Gorton sided with REI
and supporters of rock-bolting
when he held a news confer-

ence at the Seattle REI store to
announce that he had inserted
language in the 1999 Forest
Service appropriations bill
requiring the agency to hold
hearings and take public comment on its ban of fixed
anchors in wilderness. Standing
beside REI chief executive
Smith, Gorton declared, "This is
a dramatic and arbitrary
change;' and accused the Forest
Service of failing to follow the
rules by acting unilaterally.
Gorton's rider also attempts to
amend the 1964 Wilderness Act
by directing the agency "to
place greater emphasis on onthe-ground impacts to wilderness areas from human activity
and move away from management by the subjective concept
of solitude:'
Gorton's rider may turn
out to be unnecessary. On July
21, in a speech to the American
Recreation Coalition's
Recreation Exchange, Lyons
promised the Forest Service
would "revisit" the issue of banning fixed anchors within the
next two months.
•

,
danger of pncing large numbers of
Americans out of our campgrounds and off
our trails? Is this really how we want to manage our public lands?
It is a question that concerns Doug
Kenney of the Natural Resources Law
Center at the University of Colorado, who
recently hosted a three-day conference on
the "promise
and peril" of outdoor
recreation.
"It's a basic principle of political science that government should be empowered tO do the things that the market won't
or can't do," Kenney says. "When a public
agency starts developing a profit motive,
you have a concern that the agency is going
to do those things the market finds profitable and ignore other things that might
be of public value."
In May, the Aldo Leopold Institute, a
mainstream think tank, held a conference
at the University of Missouri entitled
"Societal Response to Recreation Fees on
Public Lands." Twenty-seven researchers,
mainly economists and sociologists, presented papers. They raised pointed questions about the wisdom of requiring people
to pay to use public lands, especially
wilderness areas.
"The very act of purchasing a wilderness experience may have the associated
civilizing effect of turning a natural area
into a consumer good for some people,"
wrote researchers Neal Christensen, Bill
Borrie and Daniel Williams. "Civilization is
the reduction of everything to the common
denominator of the dollar. Wilderness
would seem co be the very opposite."
Others predict that campers who are
charged a hefty fee to camp will respond
by demanding more of the amenities of
civilization in their campgrounds.
Recreation managers in the Northwest
say visitors generally support the fees once
they understand the money they pay will
go to improve their favorite trail or campground. Initial surveys show an approval
rate of about 75 percent for the Trail Park
fee, according to Rolando Ortegon, recreation manager for national forests in
Oregon and Washington. "Some people
emphatically think it's a good thing," he
said. "On the ocher side, some are philosophically opposed. People are willing to
pay if they see the results on the ground.

Be prepared: Bring mone~

Y

et in the Northwest, the paradigm shift
has not come easily. Here's what it's
like in the second full summer of Fee
Demo:
You're driving the old McKenzie Pass
Highway over the Oregon Cascades and
stop on impulse to hike the short trail to
Proxy Falls. Sorry. If you haven't bought a
$3 daily Trail Park pass or a $25 annual
Trail Park Pass ahead of time, you're subject to a fine of $40, or up to $100 if you're
a repeat offender.
You want to show out-of-state visitors
the wonders of Mount St. Helens National
Volcanic Monument, which is managed by
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. Dig
deep; hiking to the shore of Spirit Lake, or
peering into the caldera from the Johnscon
Ridge Overlook, will cost you and each of
your passengers $8 per day.
Enjoying the trails and visitor center at
beautiful Heather Meadows near Mount
Baker will cost you $5 for a pass good for
CONTINUED
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Planninga Hike? CarryLots of llater, and Cash
I

f you go out in the woods today-carry cash! Here's a
partial list of the recreation fees now in effect on
Cascadia's public lands:
A National Forest Trail Park Permit ($3 daily, $25 for a
season pass) allows you to park at all national forest trailheads in the following Region 6 national forests:
Washington: Mount Baker-Snoqualmie, Wenatchee,
Okanogan, Olympic, Gifford Pinchot. Oregon: Mount Hood,
Willamette, Siuslaw, Deschutes, Siskiyou, Wallowa-Whitman,
Umatilla and Rogue River.

Rlaska:
The Tongass National Forest now charges $4 per person, $12
per family to visit the Southeast Alaska Visitor Center in
Ketchikan and $36 for adults, $18 for children and seniors,
to observe the brown bears of Admiralty Island at the popular Pack Creek Bear Viewing Area. Next year it will begin
charging an admission fee at the Mendenhall Glacier
Recreation Area Complex near Juneau. Protests from Juneau
residents persuaded the Forest Service not to institute a Trail
Park fee at the many trailheads in the Juneau area.

UJashington:
The Heather Meadows Recreation Complex and interpretive
center (Mount Baker- Snoqualmie NF) near Mount Baker
now charges $5 for a pass that's good for three consecutive
days. An annual $15 pass also is available.
In the Methow Valley (Okanogan NF), you'll be charged
$5 per night per vehicle to camp, or $10 per vehicle for a
three-night pass. An annual pass is $25.
At Echo Ridge Nordic Ski Area (Wenatchee NF), expect
to pay $5 per person for a day pass, $40 per person for a sea·
son pass.
Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument
(Gifford Pincher NF) is now one of the most expensive public lands destinations in the Northwest. A day pass to the
monument (good for three consecutive days) costs $8 per
person, $4 with a Golden Age or Access Passport. An annual
pass is available for $24. A permit allowing you to climb to
the crater rim costs $15 per day. And backpackers should
prepare to pay $10 per campsite per day to camp in the Mt.
Margaret Backcountry Area.
At Olympic National Park, the entrance fee has doubled from $5 to $10 per vehicle for a seven-day pass. The fee
for people arriving on foot, by bus or by bicycle has
increased from $2 to $5. An annual pass now costs $20. Pernight charges have increased at several campgrounds and
now range from $8 to $12. New this year are several fees for
backcountry use: a $5 reservation fee, a $2 per person per
night wilderness use fee, and a $5 fee for parties of up to 12.
Mt. Rainier National Park has doubled its entrance fee
from $5 to $10 per vehicle for a seven-day pass. Mt. Rainier
now also charges a $5 registration fee and a $2 per person
nightly fee for all overnight stays in the park's backcouhtry.

Oregon:
Oregon Dunes National Recreation Area is one of seven
Recreation Fee Demo sites on the Siuslaw National Forest at
which a day use fee of $3 per vehicle is now charged. The
others are Cape Perpetua Interpretive Center, Mary's Peak
Recreation Area, Sand lake Recreation Area, Sutton
Recreation Area, Drift Creek Falls Trail and Hebo lake
Campground. The $3 daily pass is good at any Fee Demo site
on the day it is purchased.
Newberry National Volcanic Monument (Deschutes NF)
charges $5 per vehicle for a day pass that's good for five consecutive days and $20 for an annual pass. The pass also allow
parking at all trailheads on the Deschutes National Forest.

Diamond lake Campground (Umpqua NF): Expect to
pay $10 to $25 for an individual campsite and $10 per person per night to camp in the back country.
Rogue Wild and Scenic River (Siskiyou NF, Medford
BLM): If you're luck enough to draw a lottery permit for the
32-mile float through the Rogue's wild section between May
15 and October 15, you will now be charged a $20 per person reservation fee.
Hells Canyon Whitewater/Rock Art Heritage
Expeditions (Wallowa-Whitman NF): Part of the Forest
Service's new "Heritage Expeditions" program, this six-day,
five-night expedition to view prehistoric rock art sites in and
around Hells Canyon costs $1,750 per person. For that you
get interpretive lectures and a chance to take part in restoration activities as well as campsites, lodging, boat transportation and catered meals.

Bureau of Land Management:
Thirty BLM campgrounds in Oregon now charge campsite
fees ranging from $4 to $10 per night; 16 sites charge dayuse fees. In addition:
The BLM's Yaquina Head Natural Area Interpretive
Center (Newport) now charges a $2 per person admission
fee and $2 per person for the Yaquina Lighthouse tour. Trail
access is free.
The National Historic Oregon Trail Interpretive Center
(Baker City) now charges admission fee of $10 per vehicle or
$5 per adult, $3.50 for seniors and children, whichever is less.
On the Lower Deschutes River (BLM Prineville District,
Oregon State Parks, Forest Service, Confederated Tribes of
the Warm Springs), prepare to pay a $3 fee to launch your
boat on Saturdays and Sundays from Memorial Day through
Labor Day, plus $5 per campsite Sundays through Thursdays
and $10 Fridays and Saturdays.
At some U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service refuges in both
Oregon and Washington, you can now expect to pay a modest day use fee.
Oregon State Parks now charges a $3 day use fee at 24
state parks. Expect to pay $16 for a tent site at 50 state park
campgrounds.

HorthernCalifornia:
The Shasta-Trinity National Forest is testing a variety of fees,
including Trail Park fees at some trailheads, a $15 per person
climbing fee for ascents of Mt. Shasta, and a day use fee at
Shasta Lake in the Whiskeytown-Shasta Trinity National
Recreation Area.
Entry fees are now required at the Mono Basin National
Scenic Area and Visitor Center (Inyo NF) and the Desolation
Wilderness (Eldorado NF).

Idaho:
Special fees are now charged for recreating in the popular Sawtooth National Recreation Area (Sawtooth NF), the
Payette River Recreation Complex {Boise NF), and the Mesa
Falls Recreation Area {Targhee NF).
launch fees are in effect for South Fork Snake River
boat launch sites (Targhee NF) and the Middle Fork and
Salmon River Wild and Scenic rivers {Salmon, Challis and
Nez Perce NFs).

.....
i

Montana:
Expect to pay to play at the Lake Como Recreation Complex
(Bitterroot NF), Quake Lake Visitor Center (Gallatin NF), Seeley
Lake recreation area (Lolo NF), and Lewis and Clark National
Historic Trail Interpretive Center (Lewis and Clark NF) .
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dedicated to raising money
up to three consecutive ,..-----------for the national park system,
days. In fact, it now coses tO
announced
that visitors
go into most visitor centers
~1i1411'
Ii Ir
would
soon
enjoy
hands-on
and
special
exhibits,
"National Park Discovery
including the Oregon Trail
Centers" at 12 national
Visitor Center in Baker
parks, thanks to a $1.5 milCity, Ore., the Yaquina
~..:.;~
lion grant from the CocaHead
'atural
Area
174Ut,
FES.!
Cola
Foundation. At the
Interpretive Center in
,.....
.....
centers, visitors will be able
Newport, Ore., and the
816 'FINE-!
to explore animal habitats,
Southeast Alaska Visitor
wetlands,
marine life and
Center
in
downtown
soil samples - and presumKetchikan.
ably drink Coca-Cola.
Senior citizens must
• Seven federal agennow shell out $50 for a
cies, including the Forest
Golden Eagle Passport to
Service,
arional
Park
national parks; before Fee
Service,
Fish
and
Wildlife
Demo, it was $25.
Service and Army Corps of
The Forest Service
Engineers, have signed a
offers an annual Trail Park
memorandum of underpass for $25 per vehicle, but
standing with the Walt
don't think that will allow
Disney Co. agreeing co work
you to travel freely on pubtogether
"in partnership on
lic lands. It doesn't cover
issues of common interest"
admission co special sites
such as meeting the needs
like Mount St. Helens or
of urban and disadvantaged
Newberry Crater, won't get
youth and complying with
you into national parks, and
the
Americans
With
isn't honored by ocher
Disabilities
Act.
agencies. This leads to con• Numerous recreation
fusion and frustration.
trade
associations and user
At many national parks,
l'l'M ... GUARO SHAQ(, ~0.000 RESTROOM
groups
have
signed
prepare to pay double the
"Service-Wide
entrance fee that was in
Courtesy of Greg Cross. The Bulletin. Bend. Oregon
Memorandums
of
effect before the Fee
Demo project. And that's
.
Understanding"
(SM Us)
means, they add up. They also signal a authority to set camping fees, maintain
just the beginning; some parks, includfundamental change in the relationship order and even decide who gets to use '''.1th the ~orest Service and other agening Olympic and Mt. Rainier, have
ational Park cres pledging to work closely with them.
between the federal government and the outhouse. The
added a backcountry overnight camping the recreating public. In the future, pre- Service has used private concessionaires In exchange, the agencies promise co
fee that didn't exist before.
pare to pay more, much more for the to operate lodges and campgrounds address their needs. For instance, the
Fe_d?ral agenc(es aren't the only privilege of enjoying your public lands. from the beginning, but the Forest Forest Service has signed an SMU with
ones hiking recreation fees; in Oregon,
A_nd expect t.he recreation industry co Service only got into the game 10 years, the National Off-Highway Vehicle
the financially strapped Parks and hid for a major share of the business
ago, after budget cutbacks in the early Conservation Society in which it
Recreation Department now charges a
1980s forced the closure of many camp- promises to "make National Forest
your fees generate.
$3 day use fee at 24 of its parks, and the
grounds and reduced the operating sea- System lands available" for ORV use.
son at ochers.
The Forest Service has signed similar
cost to pitch a tent at a state campground has ballooned from $5 per night
Shifting operations to private com- agreements with the International
in 1981 to $16 today.
panics means agency employees are Snowmobile Industry
Association
The proliferation of new and
cott Silver, founder of the Bend
relieved of the responsibility to collect American Motorcyclist Association'
increases fees has turned some early
Ore., group Wild Wilderness, may b~ fees, clean toilets, and keep the peace. United Four Wheel Drive Associations'
~uppor~e~s of the Trail Park program
the nation's most vocal opponent of But concessionaires are in the business and i ational Ski Areas Association.
'
mt~ critics. In June, the \Vashingcon the Fee Demo program. Ile considers it co make a profit, not provide a public
• The American Recreation
Trails Association editorialized in its "the thin edge of a very thick wedge."
service.
The
Forest Coalition lobbied hard for the Fee
monthly
Silver is convinced that Congress,
Service, anxious to Demo program and is a full
. 11
federal agencies and the out"' n'
.
spin off more of paying partner in its imple~ \)\ \\~UH\':l d ODB-pB(,n, .
door recreation ind us cry are
-< \ iiS... w r:. Ue fllUIii
its
camp- men cation. AR C's t 996
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~~~~
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a
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ground
"Challenge
Cost11&
''\~";)
l"/J'_
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Share
' ~~ ...
newsletter that
<7<1'
. ~
operations, is
~&~
' '
the program was spinning
• ~J,..
. \iS~~
busy thinking up
'IJJ&!J/
out of con~rol. At first, editor Dan
/Jlf(S
be\'\\~\}
p~ofitable
vencures,11-i\\
V
elson wrote, there was general rcluchigh-end campgrounds with
'j
w~~
cant accepca~ce chat user fees may be a
massive
such amenities as hot water, flush
~ Agrceme~t" with
necessa~y evil co help keep trails open
. .
conspiracy to "motorize, toilets and telephones-that will attract
.
th~ I· orest Service comand enjoyable," as long as those fees commercialize and privatize" the concessionaires who can charge premi. . .
rruts the industry group to pubwere "reasonable, easy to understand nation's federal lands.
um rates for campsites. What is to licizing the progr~m thro_ugh news
and easy to m~mitor."~
simplify the
"The corporate world has discov- become of the many primitive camp- ~el~ases
and press kirs, ~e!pmg to plan
1mP,lementat1on,
prog~am, Washington lratls proposed a ered that there is a frontier here for grounds beloved by Northwest resi- tt~
pr_ov1~mg1~a~agers
Public Lands Pass, which would allow them to conquer," Silver says. In July, co dents that will never make a profit? It's with needed e~pc~use, de~1gnmg a
people to buy a single permit allowing publicize that view, he staged a media an open question.
system for monitoring public accepthem to enjoy unlimited access to all event that featured a 300-foot-tall dollar
• Public-private "partnerships" are a tan~e of the fee program, and even profederal lands in Washington.
sign painted in green food coloring on key element of Forest Service Chief ducing an annual report for Congress on
"Unfortunately, the land managers the cast slope of lount Bachelor.
Dombcck's vision for the Forest Service Fee Demo's "success."
~\,er_en't paying _attention," el_son said.
Whether you buy Silver's conspira- of the .21st _cc~tury. These partnerships
I_nsce_ad of havmg a on~-perm1~ fits all, cy theory- or not, the evidence he has essentially mv1_te interest groups co help
hikers were1 be~ng. besieged with user amassed makes it clear that we should formulae~ and implement new policy. It
fees . .: . we ve invited the government be paying closer attention. Consider:
sounds like democracy in action, but is
agencies to levy fc~ s any way and every• Seventy percent of all national it? !h~t. depends .. At a minimum, "partwhe!~ they please.
forest fee campgrounds now are man- n~nng is redefining the outdoor rccreRC, founded 19 years ago, has qui. Iaken one by one, the new fees and aged by private concessionaires. These anon experience you can expect to have
etly
evolved into a political force for
fee increases are not exorbitant. But for ent~epreneurs, some employed by large on public lands.
outdoor
recreation,
especially
outdoor-oriented families of limited
national companies like Texas-based
• In July, the National Park
C.S. Trails, others homegrown, have Foundation, a nonprofit organization motorized recreation. It hobnobs with
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members of Congress who
serve on key committees and gives
money to candidates in an effort to
influence legislation. It's funded by the
auto and petroleum industries, real
estate developers, manufacturers of
powerboats, snowmobiles, and motorcycles; private campground owners; and
associations of hotel, restaurant and ski
resort operators. REI, the (Seattlebased) giant recreational equipment
retailer, is a member. So is the Coalition
for Vehicle Choice, which opposes
increased federal fuel-efficiency standards to reduce global warming.
ARC has worked closely with the
Forest Service since its inception. And
its working relationship with the agency
became much closer after Dombeck
became chief of the Forest Service in
1996. As his chief of staff, Dombeck
chose Francis Pandolfi, formerly chairman of the Recreation Roundtable,
ARC's research and legislative lobbying
arm. Pandolfi became Dombeck's recreation policy guru and was recently promoted to become the Forest Service's
chief operating officer.
· ARC has an ambitious agenda for
capitalizing on our public lands and
waterways, and its agenda is advancing
steadily through Congress. The latest
feather in its cap is the National
Recreation Lakes Study Commission, a
project initiated by the National Marine
Manufacturers Association and shepherded through Congress by Sen. Frank
Murkowski, R-Alaska, who chairs the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee. The commission will study
the merits of creating a National
Recreation Lakes System to help capitalize on the recreational potential of
the nation's 2, 100 federal reservoirs.
ARC wants to see the Demo Fee
Program become permanent. It's promoting a demonstration project to
encourage the use of private funds to
build, upgrade and replace campgrounds, marinas and other recreational
facilities. It wants federal agencies to
offer more opportunities for private concessionaires. It favors increased funding
for the National Recreational Trails
Fund, which dedicates millions of dollars each year to construction of offhighway-vehicle trails (see sidebar).
And it supports the National Scenic
Byways Program, which promotes driving for pleasure on public lands.
But when it comes to investing in
wildlife, ARC's agenda takes a detour
from the concerns of millions of
Americans who value the chance to
view birds and animals in their natural
habitat, and who want to protect that
habitat for future generations. ARC
strongly opposes the Teaming With
Wildlife initiative, a proposal to fund
state non-game wildlife programs
through excise taxes. on outdoor recreational equipment. As it explained in a
recent position paper, "ARC believes
that the 'Teaming' proposal inappropriately favors state-level wildlife protection to the virtual exclusion of most other basic recreation needs such as
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his "No Trail Fee"
OJ>
S:icker_ beside it oi:i their
i<l'Bfo>/8
t'
windshield. It's obvious from
n
A "
a quick check of windshields at
1/IJJJ IC 3.1\U.
vrsitor services, trail construction, road any popular trailhead in Oregon or
access, campground maintenance and Washington that many people are simthe like. While wildlife diversity is an ply ignoring the fee and gambling that withdraw from the program.
Surprisingly, one group that hasn't
important value, basic recreation ser- they won't get caught.
Silver
and
Rick
Tingelstad
of
been
heard from, even in Southern
vices should not he given short shrift."
ARC President Derrick Crandall Twisp, Wash., both organized protests California, is the poor.
The people who are talking about
declined to be interviewed by Cascadia against the fee over the Fourth of July
holiday.
Tingelstad
says
his
group,
Free
equity
"are not the disadvantaged or the
Timesfor this story.
the Forests, has collected 8,600 signalow-income people," says the Forest
tures on a petition opposing the fee and Service's Garry Oye. "It's so important
to them. They're very quick to tell you
what they would like to see: More
restrooms, more garbage pickup, more
rangers out there. Five dollars per day to
take your whole family out and to know
that there's safety and security, they're
not complaining about that."
The new push to privatize and
commercialize public land recreation
has caught the mainstream environmental movement largely unprepared. But
those who are paying attention are
sharply divided over where it all may
lead.
"We are not opposed to the pilot
projects," said Bob Freimark of The
Wilderness Society. "But we continue to
be concerned that the American taxpayer is paying subsidies to the extractive
industries to operate on public land."
The Sierra Club is the one national
conservation group that has a wellestablished position on recreation fees.
Since 1986 the club has officially
opposed user fees on public land except
fees for entry to national parks and the
use of developed campgrounds. David
Czamanske, chairman of the club's
Pasadena Group, calls the new fees "the
camel's nose under the cent."
Last February, when U.S. Rep. Jim
Hansen, R-Utah, scheduled hearings to
discuss making the Fee Demo Project
permanent, the club issued a national
alert urging Congress to move slowly
and evaluate the program's impact on
access, social equity and forest econom0
z
ics before going
further. "The
«
Demonstration Fee Program is contrary
~ to the long-established principle of open
o
;;
u
public access to public lands," the club's
s alert warned. "It also has the potential co
>transform recreational management of
~r public lands from a public service orientation to a commercial, and in many
Two horseback riders bolt down a trail in the Mount Hood National Forest.
instances a motorized, mentality ... "
Recreation user fees were a hot topthe government's attempt to "make a ic at this year's Environmental Law
commodity of the blue sky and the nat- Conference, held at the University of
ural world."
Oregon Law School.
Two California groups have been
Andy Stahl, executive director of
vocal opponents of the Adventure Pass, Forest
Service
Employees
for
a Fee Demo program adopted by four Environmental Ethics, found himself in
he public is only starting to react to
national forests in Southern California. the minority when he argued that paythe Fee Demo program. Many peo"Forest users are incensed at having to ing a fee gives hikers the clout to influple find out about it only when they
pay a fee to park, before walking off ence land management decisions.
drive to a trailhead and discover they
down a trail or going for a swim in a Government agencies will do what they
need a Trail Park sticker that they
creek," Alasdair Coyne, of the Keep the are rewarded for doing, Stahl said.
should have bought back in town.
Sespe Wild Committee in Ojai, Calif.,
Environmentalists should get smart and
But opposition so far to the new told a House oversight committee in
back this program, which promises to
fees is significant and growing.
July. Another group, Free Our Forests,
put recreation ahead of logging, grazing
Scott Silver urges hikers to boycott
has staged protests at retail outlets that and mining in the 21st century.
the Trail Park Fee system by hiking
sell the Adventure Pass, persuading sevwithout a permit, or at least to display
eral businesses in Santa Barbara to
CONTINUED
ON NEXT PAGE
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CoverB-------------------------Stahl believes many environmentalists are out of touch with mainstream
America. "We are alienating our constituencies. People use the national
forests. They want clean campgrounds
and toilets. We need them to save the
nation's forests." Paying recreation fees,
he is convinced, is a way to rebuild an
environmental constituency.
"There is a cost for providing recreation on pubic lands," Stahl added. "lt's
not free. We all pay for it through our
taxes, but only some people use it. We
all agree that polluters should pay.
Recreation creates pollution just like
any other source."
.
But others argued that the fee is
anti-democratic. "National forests are
reserves of recreation, the last remaining places people can enjoy low-impact
recreation without paying, said Greg
Helms of the Santa Barbara, Calif.based Environmental Defense Center.

"A lot of people have a gut reaction that
'Hey, this is our land and we shouldn't
have to pay for it. The Forest Service
doesn't own it, it's just a caretaker.' " If
recreation fees are necessary, Helms
said, they should be allocated based on
the impact of the activity. "Back-country
hiking has nowhere near the impact of
off-road vehicles."
Helms also predicted that the
Forest Service would live to regret the
new recreation fees. "The Forest
Service made a major tactical error in
buying into this," he said. "Rather than
get more benefits out of Congress, they
may_ face budget cuts in recreation.
There does need to be a constituency
for recreation, but making our Forest
Service employees meter-maids creates
a wedge between the Forest Service
and its recreation users. This mechanism could destroy public support for
the Forest Service.''

The new fees may be prove to be
legally as well as politically questionable. Eugene attorney Dan Stouer challenged one of the Siuslaw National
Forest's Fee Demo projects head-on in
a Forest Service lawsuit against two
surfers, and won. The surfers objected
to paying $3 at a toll booth to drive
across the Oregon Dunes National
Recreation Area in order to get to a jetty operated by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Instead, they drove around
the toll booth. The Forest Service
caught them and sued them in federal
court. The Surfrider Foundation paid
the surfers' legal defense costs.
In researching the case, Storrer
found a old law on the books that said
the Forest Service may not charge the
public for such services as using a road,
or a picnic table, or a toilet. The court
agreed, and dismissed charges against
the surfers. The implications for other

access fees have not yet been tested.
Whatever becomes of recreation
user fees, the debate over who will reap
the windfall now that recreation on public lands has become a lucrative enterprise isn't gong to go away anytime
soon.
"This is an issue people are just now
starting to be concerned with," says
Doug Kenney of the University of
Colorado. "I think it will be the biggest
issue in land management for the next
several decades. The traditional extractive industries have peaked and are
declining The future is recreation." •
Kathie Durbin is senior editor for
Cascadia Times. She can be reached at
akdurbin@ao-l.com.

Off-Roade1s Win Recess to Public Lands
by Kathie Durbin

., ., p

aying to play" is just
fine with Oregon's
S0,000 organized offroad vehicle enthusiasts.
That's because a special fund
the Oregon Legislature established in 1985 gives them
deep pockets to draw from more than $1.3 million annually in State gas tax revenue dedicated by law to off-highway
recreation.
Thanks to Oregon's AllTerrain Vehicle Account,
recreation officials in the
Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management, who are
perpetually strapped for money to maintain hiking trails
and campgrounds, have no
shortage of money to develop
off-highway vehicle trail systerns, and are busy doing so.
The most ambitious projeer currently in the works,
the Oregon Back Country
Discovery Route, would designate a continuous 750-mile
route on existing, mostly
unpaved back roads across
Eastern Oregon, connecting
Lakeview to Walla Walla,
~
.:: Wash., eventually connecting
c ORV users to a back road
route in California, and likely
c
u
attracting off-highway enthuc siasts from across the West.
u The money will be used tO
co
o-,
plan, map, sign and publicize
othe route, a joint project of
1(I)
the Forest Service, BLM and
..0
State Parks Department.
E
(I)
Other projects in the
ti.
(I)
works
propose expanded offVl
highway trail systems in
Central Oregon's Millican

.
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Valley, already a designated
playground for off-road vehicles, and at Oregon Dunes
National Recreation Area, on
the Oregon Coast.
The All-Terrain Vehicle
Account is funded from offroad vehicle title registration
and permit fees and from a
portion of state gas tax
receipts calculated on periodic
surveys of ORV users to
determine how much fuel
they use in a typical year.
Funds may be used for land
acquisition, trail development
and maintenance, first aid and
police services, education and
safety training.
The history of this fund,
and of a similar national program, is instructive. Back in
the mid-1980s Oregon offhighway vehicle owners began
complaining that the gas tax
they paid when they bought
fuel for their dirt bikes, dune
buggies and four-wheel rigs
support highways they didn't
drive on. The Legislature
resolved the problem by ereacing the ATV Account.
In 1991 the Blue Ribbon
Coalition, a Wise Use group .
representing ORVers, used
the same argument with
Congress during its deliberations on a mammoth transportation bill. The result was
the Recreational Trails
Program, which was supposed
to receive $30 million annualJy for construction of motorized, non- motorized and
"multiple use" trails. Money
for hiking trails was added at
the last minute to make the
program more politically

Unlike the federal proexecutive director of Forest
palatable.
gram, the Oregon program is
Service Employees for
In fact, Congress approdedicated solely to off-highEnvironmental Ethics, at this
priated only $37.5 million for
way recreation. Here's how it
year's University of Oregon
the Recreational Trails
works: State and federal agenenvironmental law conferProgram over its first six
ence. "They are paying the
years. That's fine with the
cies, teaming with ORV user
groups, think up projects and
Forest Service to construct
American Lands Alliance (foroff-road vehicle trails."
merly the Western Ancient
apply for money from the
But Steve Huddleston of
Forest Campaign), which
account. All project proposals
are reviewed by the Allthe Central Oregon Forest
opposes vastly increased outIssues Committee, disagrees .
lays for the program contained . Terrain Vehicle Account
Allocation Committee, whose
"What people like Andy Stahl
in the 1999 House and Senate
are saying is that we should
appropriations bills. The
seven voting members represent various types of off-highjump into the fray, go and loballiance says the program has
by for the dollars we want. It's
way vehicle user groups.
. user group against user group
Representatives of four govcompeting for turf."
ernment agencies sit on the
committee as non-voting
Money should not be a
members. (The general public factor in critical land manageis not represented.) The adviment decisions, in
sory committee submits its
Huddleston's view. "Hikers
shouldn't have to compete
recommendations to the
with ORV users. Our taxpayer
Oregon Department of
dollars go to resource manTransportation, which has the
final say.
agers, who are supposed to
make the decision to protect
"Any public agency can
apply for matching grants for a resources first. Then any extra
project," said Gail Throop of
dollars should go to meet
,,
the Forest Service, a non-voethese other needs. But
Republicans are cutting the
ing member of the committee.
"They merely have to demonbudget for trails at the same
strate that the project is to
time they're promoting these
develop and maintain trails for ORV user partnerships with
motorized recreation."
the agencies."
Ecological concerns aside,
Off-roaders deny they are
insensitive to the effect their
some advocates of the new
resulted in "bad trails projects
federal Trail Park Fee hold up chosen mode of recreation has
the ATV Account as proof
on wildlife and sensitive
without appropriate environareas. The pivotal question is
mental analysis, public particthat when money talks, federipation, or fiscal oversight."
at land managers listen. They
whether the ATV Account has
say hikers should grab the
given federal land managers a
The alliance also argues that
opportunity to help influence
tool for managing what at one
the current funding formula
Forest Service recreation
time threatened to become an
dedicates too much money to
out-of-control use of public
motorized recreation while
management through their
underfunding construction of
Trail Park Fee dollars.
land.
''The ORV guys have figtrails for human-powered
ured this out and are doing
activities like hiking, biking
and cross-country skiing.
this already," said Andy Stahl,

"Republicansare
cuttingthe budget
for trailsat the same
time they're ,
promotingthese DRU
user partnerships
with the agencies.

- Steue Huddleston
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Letter to BPA Was Never
Sent

THE RIVER RUNS
THROUGH IT:
A Conference on the

IMPACT OF HANFORD
ON THE COLUMBIA
October 2 s 3, I 998
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2
BPA Auditorium. 911 NE 11th Ave. Portland. Oregon

To the editor:
While a good investigative journal
will dig deep to get to the heart of the
story, it is also important that it get its
facts straight.
In your story on the Bonneville
Power Administration, you wrote that l
senc a confidential letter co BPA
Administrator Johansen on May 27. You
even quoted from this supposed letter.
The facts are that no such letter was
ever sent. In fact, I have to date never
communicated with Administrator
Johansen in any form, whether in person or by letter, telephone, fax, e-mail,
or carrier pigeon.
I did draft a letter for the
Northwest Energy Review Transition
Board, at their request, dealing with
the subject of allocation of BPA power
supplies. However, that letter - at my
suggestion and with the concurrence of
the Transition Board - was not put in
final form and was not sent to BPA. I
hope you know there is a big difference
between a letter that is actually signed
and mailed and one that never gets
beyond the draft stage.
The rest of your article did a commendable job of presenting the issues
around regional power and Columbia
River fish. You also spelled my name
right. But I needed to point out that
something you said happened never did.
Roy Hemmingway
Governor's Office
Salem, Ore.

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 3
Doubletree at the Quay, 100 Columbia Street, Vancouver, WA,
Helen Caldicott, M.D .. President Emeritus. Physicians for Social
Responsibility
and former faculty member, Harvard Medical School
Blaine Harden, Author of A River Lost: Life and Death of the Columbia
and NY Bureau Chief. Washington Post
Russell Jim. Yakama Indian Nation
Dr. Ernest Moniz. Under Secretary of Energy
Casey Ruud. Whistleblower.
Former Environmental Program Manager. Hanford Tank Farms
Senator Ron Wyden, Oregon
Don Sampson, Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Nation
and Columbia River Jnter-Tribal Fish Commission
PANEL DISCUSSIONS

Hanford Time Bombs: Imminent and Future Threats to the River
Obstacles to Cleanup: Why Hanford Remains a Threat
Doesn't It Make You Sick? Hanford Health Impacts
Proposals for Future Action: How You Can Plug In
Sponsored By the Government Accountability Project

The mission, of th~ Hanford· and the River Conference is to educate and
empower-affected peoples 0£ the l>Jort!.west so that the dear and present
danger of Hanford's threat to -;he groundwater and River is recognized and a
dear regionat consessus can be developed on a path towards timely and
effective River and groundwater protection.

Registration Free: $25
Limited Income: $10
Government/Corporate: $75
Mail To: GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT
1402 Third Ave #I 215, Seattle, WA 9810 I

Editor's Note: Cascadia Times could
not determine by press time whether the letter was sent, and regrets omitting this
salient fact from the article. However,
Oregon Gov. John Kil'zhaber finally did
send a similar letter to the EPA on August
4. Cascadia Times also obtained a memorandum to members of the Northwest Power
Planning Council, written by 1Jf1:
Hemmingway, that indicated the ideas
expressed in the earlier draft version refleaed the views of Oregon Gov. John
Kitzhaber. Because the draft letter reflected
the governor's opinion, we deemed it to be
newsworthy. The memo said that Kitzhaber
"wants to ~end a letter to the same effect"
as the ideas expressed in the draft version,
"either by himself or with the other three
governors. "
·

Removing Snake Dams
Good for Lewiston
To the editor:
A correction and some supplemental thoughts for Paul Koberstein and
Kevin Bell's excellent "The Battle for
a Piece of the Rock."
The authors say that Lewiston,
Idaho is " .. served by excellent highway and rail transportation systems."
Not so! From Lewiston four lanes
extend: north to the top of the
Lewiston grade; about one hundred

miles short of Spokane or Coeur d'
Alene - east eleven miles to the US
12E/ 95S split at Spalding; over 200
miles to either Boise or Missoula - and
west two tenths mile into downtown
Clarkston, still 1 SO miles from the TriCities. This highway system rates a "
needs improvement" if not "fails co
perform."
l am not an expert on railroads but
I see only one track west and one east
from Lewiston. I never see any trains
on them. Let's guess, then, that the rail
system is under-utilized and is "adequate" at best.
The point is made, not to note an
error in the article, but to expand on
the valid argument that the four lower
Snake River dams, the cheap electricity
and the inland ports, as managed, have
not served this region so well after all.
Because of the dams Lewiston has
been bypassed when good highways
were funded. Highly subsidized, unfair
competition from barging has chased
off good innovative rail service.
Subsequent monopoly-like control of
barging, elevators and Portland buying
has restricted area grain growers'
options and probably their profits.
Finally, the dams, their operation and
the mitigation for them have killed
many Snake River basin salmon and
steelhead populations and are endangering the rest. I could go on.
Many citizens here realize that by
advocating stcelhead and salmon they
are also advocating commerce. The
natural resource underpinning that
attracts tourists to this area of Central
Idaho, Southeast Washington and
Northeast Oregon is also critical to the
quality of life and the growth for the
L/C valley. Many believe that accepting the status quo of the lower Snake
River and its dams is satisfaction with "
half a loaf." The economy could and
would do better with the natural
resource treasures, salmon and steelhead, restored.
Imagine the full loaf with the clams
gone, and the Snake flowing free complete with steelhead, salmon and fishermen. Fancy jet boaters going from
Pasco all the way tO Hells Canyon dam
and rafters running the reverse.
Envision Lewiston on an Interstate to
Coeur d' Alene and Pasco. Can you see
businesses wanting to locate here and
people desiring to live here and tourists
flocking here? I can, and so can many
others.
Sincerely,
Leonard Ross
Clarkston, Wash. c-,
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Point of n------------------------Change of Heart, or Just PR?
Timber Company's Decision to Phase Out Clearcutting Raises Doubts
By Christopher Genooaii

an an old dog learn new
tricks? Or more to the point,
can a multinational timber
company that has probably clearcut
more old growth in British
Columbia than any other timber
company in history reinvent itself
as the eco-friendly giant?
MacMillan Bloedel (MacBlo)
has announced it is going to "phase
~·
out clearcut harvesting in all of its
BC operations and pursue a new
stewardship strategy which focuses
on old growth and habitat conservaUSA
tion." At first glance it's an admitL===~===:!....
_..;._·.;,:·>!t
..See_111e
tedly ground breaking shift in con- The Great Bear Rainforest
sciousness coming from a rnultinational corporation. It certainly reads
between protecting old growth and prowell in a press release, but how will it
tecting biodiversity on the Island,
actually translate on the forest landscape? research entomologist Dr. Neville
Mose everyone would agree that
Winchester recently said that "if you
MacBlo's new boss Tom Stephens is a PR want to maintain biodiversity, you do not
genius, but the MacBlo announcement
harvest ancient forests: period."
has a familiar ring to it. In 1995 the
In the Great Bear Rainforest on the
Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel recorn- mainland coast, MacBlo is logging in a
mendations signaled "the end of clearcut- cluster of watersheds known as the
ting in Clayoquot Sound." Ecosystem
Ahnuhati Complex, which the governbased forestry was to be phased in over
ment describes as "the number one prifive years. As the Friends of Clayoquot
oriry for protection of grizzly/salmon
Sound (FOCS) said in response to the lat- ecosystems." MacBlo continues to
est MacBlo announcement, "it's deja vu
methodically work its way toward the
all over again, and we have the photos to
Ahta River, a grizzly stronghold in the
prove it!" FOCS has been assiduously
Anhuhati Complex. MacBlo controls
monitoring the implementation of the
other key ecological areas in the Great
Scientific Panel recommendations. Their
Bear Rainforest such as the Koeye River,
findings? Three years into the five year
an important salmon producing system
phase in period, the ecosystem based
that serves as prime grizzly bear habitat.
forestry that was promised for Clayoquot
What will be the fate of coastal rainforest
has yet to materialize.
valleys like the Ahta and the Koeye durMacBlo deserves credit for bowing
ing this alleged five year phase in periout of the Forest Alliance of BC, the
od? At its press conference MacBlo
repugnant timber industry front organimade absolutely no commitment to stayzation led by ex-Greenpeacer turned
ing out of intact valleys in the Great
clearcurting apologist Patrick Moore and
Bear Rainforest.
ex-labor boss turned political hack Jack
MacBlo says it will designate its
Munro. But as Moore recently pointed
holdings into three different categories.
out, what exactly is it that MacBlo is
The "old growth zone" will comprise
doing differently than any other timber
just 10 percent of MacBJo's land base. In
company that still belongs to the F crest
this zone MacBJo will log 30 percent of
Alliance?
the old growth. The "habitat zone" will
There are serious concerns regardmake up zs percent of MacBJo's land
ing the details of MacBlo's announcebase. Across the habitat zone MacBlo
ment, the biggest of which is the five
will retain about 40 percent of the origiyear phase in period. A hell of a lot of
nal forest. The "timber zone" will conold growth can be liquidated in five
stitute the remaining 65 percent of
years. For example, Western Forest
MacBlo's holdings. In this zone MacBlo
Products (WFP) has stated that it
will retain 28 percent of the original forintends to clearcut eight intact valleys in
est. Under its new plan, MacBlo is planthe Great Bear Rainforest in 1998 alone.
ning to increase its annual allowable cut
Does Vancouver Island, where MacBlo
(MC) by 300,000 cubic metres per year
controls a significant amount of crown
over its 1997 cut level while simultaneand private forest land, have the luxury
ously pledging tO protect biodiversity.
of waiting five years for MacBlo to
MacBlo wants to Log approximately 5.7
straighten up and fly right? Out of an
million cubic metres per year for the
original 170 primary and secondary
next ten years.
watersheds over 5,000 hectares on
Tom Stephens assertion that
Vancouver Island, only a dozen remain
MacBlo's new plan will "meet or exceed
intact. Addressing the relationship
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all regulatory requirements" is
somewhat disingenuous given
that regulatory requirements in
BC are exceedingly weak or in
many cases (such as endangered
i species legislation) non-existent.
~
MacBlo says it will introduce
i a "new harvesting regime known
as variable retention." MacBlo
~ claims variable retention "protects
biodiversity by retaining portions
of the original forest in various
stands and clusters." There is
Qz size
no
scientific
proof that variable
«.
u retention protects biodiversity -it
~:: is an experimental treatment that
'-:
.J 3 many forest activists in the U.S.
have likened to "designer
clearcutting."
A key to understanding what
variable retention is actually about is
knowing who dreamed it up. Variable
retention is the brainchild of Dr. Jerry
Franklin, the architect of the infamous
Option 9, which President Clinton adopted as his so-called Northwest Forest
Plan. According to U.S. environmental
lawyer Chad Hanson, Option 9 does not
provide inviolate protection for one single tree on national forest land in the
Pacific Northwest. Franklin is part and
parcel of the timber industry monolith in
the U.S. that has overseen the liquidation
of 95 percent of the lower forty-eight's
old growth forests. Franklin continues to
vigorously advocate for commercial
industrial Jogging on national forest land
in the U.S. and has accused those who
want to protect the remaining fragmented 5 percent of being "extremists."
Earlier this year at a public presentation in Victoria sponsored by BC's infamous Ministry of Forests, Franklin gave
a speech in which he packaged a very
old and tired message (multiple use) in
shiny new age rhetoric, paraphrasing the
likes of Freeman Dyson that "both conservationists and corporate interests are
wrong." Franklin wanted to promote the
notion that there is some magical middle
ground to be achieved, but what he didn't explain is that we are not "competing" on a level playing field. Talk of
"consensus based solutions and win-win
scenarios" makes people feel warm and
fuzzy, but the reality is the damage that
has been done to forest ecosystems
worldwide is of an enormity most people
cannot even begin to fathom. Franklin
wants to pretend we are starting ouc the
old growth forest debate back at the turn
of the century. Franklin also railed
against the "hardline" environmental
organizations in the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) who are currently fighting against the certification of old growth
forest logging. He believes that the FSC
will "marginalize" itself and possibly collapse if it does not endorse the certification of old growth logging.
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Coincidentally, MacMillan Bloedel has
publicly stated its intention co achieve
FSC certification.
Professional forester Roy Keene,
who has scrutinized variable retention
logging in the U.S., states that "industrial variable retention cutting can end up
high grading or disturbing larger intact
areas to produce the same unsustainable
harvesting volumes as simple clearcutting." Variable retention or selection Jogging without a corresponding and dramatic reduction in MC will mean more
road construction and more entry into
intact ancient forest. The reality is that
MacBlo's rate of cut, as well as the rate
of cue throughout the entire province, is
ecologically and economically unsustainable. Despite MacBlo's formidable political clout, a reduction in MC is something only the province can legislate. We
can and must come up with a far better
alternative in BC than Franklin's
unproven variable retention experiment.
The last largest tracts of productive
intact ancient temperate rainforest left
on the planet should not be the testing
grounds for unproven experimental
treatments dreamed up by industrial
foresters.
In light of the advanced stage of
global forest decline, are we even asking
the right questions? According to a new
report by the World Resources Institute
80 percent of the earth's original forest
cover has been destroyed. In the conterminous U.S. just 5 percent of the original
ancient forest exists today. Closer co
home, Greenpeace points out that of the
353 original rainforest valleys on the west
coast of Canada, only 69 still remain
intact. The majority of these are slated to
be clearcut logged within the next S to 10
years. Biologically simplified tree plantations destined to be clearcut on short 60 80 year rotations can never replicate the
function and natural processes of diverse
ancient forest ecosystems. Shouldn't we
be asking whether industrial scale logging
of old growth should even occur, as
opposed to endlessly debating how it
should continue?
Most people in the conservation
community are starved for good news,
including myself. Like the sign that
hangs over Agent Mulder's desk in the
X-Files, I Want To Believe. Call me a
skeptic, but as far as MacBlo's great
green reformation is concerned I'll
believe it when I see it. And I truly hope
I do see it, more than I can ever express
in words.

ChristopherGenovali lives in Victoria, BC
and is 011 the staff of the Raincoast

Conservation Society.
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Volunteerism Alone Won't Save the Planet
By Andy Kerr
ull of interesting maps and color
pictures, Oregon's Living
Landscape gives a lively and
interesting survey of the state's biodiversity. It classifies Oregon public lands
using a 1-10 ranking scale, a 10 being
the best. 8 to 10 comprises the "conservation network" and includes most
Wilderness Areas and The Nature
Conservancy Preserves. If private lands
were classified, they'd generally rank in
the 1 to 4 range.
The book depicts numerous
"conservation opportunity areas" that
have extremely imperiled (but savable
or restorable) ecosystems that should be
targeted for improved biodiversity
management.
The "author" of Oregon's Living
Landscape is the Oregon Biodiversity
Project, a partnership of many, but primarily Defenders of Wildlife and The
Nature Conservancy. The natural information is from The Nature
Conservancy, while the policy recommendations emanate from the Western
Office of Defenders of Wildlife which
"emphasizes alternative approaches to
environmental decision-making by facilitating partnerships among divergent
interests seeking constructive solutions
to environmental problems."
Besides Sara Vickerman of
Defenders and a representative of TNC,
the OBP steering committee also
includes a representative from PacifiCorp
(a conglomerate with pockets deep and
fingers everywhere); a southern Oregon
timber scion (more worldly than his
father, he feels somewhat uncomfortable
about clearcutting); and an eastern
Oregon cattle rancher (who is looking for
the fat-free hot fudge sundae equivalent
to grazing on the public lands).
Stewardship Incentives outlines
potential methods to improve private
land management.
Vickerman has plotted a course that
studiously avoids controversy and polarization. By eschewing controversy and
embracing cooperation, she hopes to
move management of Oregon's "working
landscape" higher up the biodiversity
protection scale. Though my professional
experience, genetic (and cultural) predisposition and rational preference are all for
political combat, I truly hope that
Vickerman is right. But I fear she is not.
While she does call for increasing
the conservation network, Vickerman
sounds pessimistic about the chances of
doing so. Oregon's Living Landscape
laments controversy and polarization,
though it does acknowledge that the
only ecoregions with significant percentages (22 percent) in the conservation
network are those affected by the
President's (westside) Northwest Forest
Plan, mandated after a decade of

F

Strategiesand Opportunitiesto Conserve
Biodiversity by the Oregon Biodiversity
Project, published by Defenders of Wildlife,
218 pp. $29.95 (A companion CD ROM
-PC only=-containing data sets used in the
statewide biodiversity analysis, plus
visualization software is available for $10.00
by calling 503/697-3222).

unprecedented.polarization, controversy
and strife. Those eastside forest and
grassland ecoregions that haven't (yet)
had their mother of all battles fare more
poorly (5 and 3 percent respectively).
Most pathetic is the Willamette Valley
(0. 7 percent), where most Oregonians
live. Regrettably, the book omits estuarine and oceanic ecoregions.
Contrast the approach of incremental improvement on primarily private
lands with that of The Wildlands
Project. TWP asserts that to have functioning ecosystems, both across the
landscape and over time, that we must
re-wild 50 percent of North America
during the next century.
The role ofvolunteerism in conservation will always be limited until greed
is repealed or usury is again a sin. As long
as the enlightened landowner doesn't
want the money, things may work for
nature. But if the heirs didn't inherit the
same values or develop cocaine addictions, watch out. In any case, the pool of
enlightened landowners will always be
small. Volunteerism must always complement, not substitute for, public debate,
regulatory, legal and political action.
Like it or not, social change comes
through social tension. Much of the
increased "cooperation" by private
landowners is motivated not by an
enlightenment about biodiversity, but
through a fear of government action that
may affect economic exploitation.
Governor John Kitzhaber was only able
to obtain the support of Big Timber for
his coho salmon plan because of the
threat of the federal Endangered
Species Act. Big Timber did not see the
light; it felt the heat.

Vickerman proposes new positive
incentives designed to reward good
behavior, while only vaguely suggesting
that the many existing negative incentives rewarding bad behavior be "finetuned." Many government subsidies are
irritating to both Earth and taxpayer,
Should environmentalists propose good
incentives to counteract bad incentives,
or should we first (or at least concurrently) work to end ecologically perverse
incentives?
Many of the management recommendations offered in Stewardship
Incentives would place additional costs
on the landowner without a concurrent
financial benefit from the market.
Vickerman proposes both financial
incentives (read tax subsidies) to offset
the costs and also suggests psychic benefits (landowner recognition, good feelings about stewardship, etc.) to help
achieve biodiversity improvement.
Conservation doesn't pay in a capitalist system. One cannot have their forest (or grassland) and clearcut (or cowbomb) it too.
In the case of public land cattle
grazing and crop agriculture, it doesn't
take long for existing ongoing subsidies
to exceed the value of the land or activity being subsidized. ls it not better to
acquire the land outright and upgrade
the area into the conservation network?
Should not the government spend fonds
as efficiently as TNC?
In the case of timber, Vickerman
apparently forgets that we live in a capitalist economy and therefore money
grows faster than trees. Doubling a timber rotation will yield more than twice
the wood, but time is money. The only

landowners who are adopting such
strategies are otherwise bonded to the
land and/or believe they have enough
money already. One will never see a
widely held publicly traded corporation
voluntarily adopt sustainable forestry;
fiduciary responsibilities to stockholders
require otherwise.
There is a relationship between the
necessary amount of conservation
reserve lands and the stewardship on
the remaining landscape. The Wildlands
Project is pessimistic about private stewardship and seeks a conservation network of what would be 8s through 10s
on one-half of the landscape (primarily
on public lands-[again] to-be).
Vickerman sees this as unattainable and
optimistically labors in the vineyard of
cooperation seeking to move those lower numbers higher. TNC at least recognizes greed, and simply buys land to
remove it from market pressures.
As more scientific information
about the perilous status of our ecosystems becomes known, it puts more pressure on environmentalists to succeed.
Yet we presently operate in political,
social and economic systems that aren't
ready to accept either the vision of The
Wild lands Project or of Sara Vickerman .
Let's hope they both change the world.
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Andy Kerr writesfromJoseph in Oregon'.s'
Wallowa Valley. He is writinga book on the
wildernessof the Oregon HighDesert.
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